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LOGLINE 
 
A wealthy but chronically unhappy businessman at the end of his rope hires a 
mysterious company that promises an effective—but irrevocable—solution to his 
problem. 
 
 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
Roger Dean (Steven Culp), a successful businessman, has been chronically unhappy 
for years. Over time, he has attempted a wide range of remedies, some prescribed, 
some not; some orthodox, some radical, but none have worked for him. At the end 
of his rope, he approaches PDLAS, a mysterious private company that promises an 
effective—but irrevocable—solution. He is assured that the company has a 100% 
success rate, and that he will emerge “completely refreshed.” What ultimately 
happens to Roger is of course much, much more than he bargained for. 

 
 
 

CONTACT 
 

Keith Gayhart 
(310) 837-6008 

 
kgayhart@artisanspr.com 

 
www.refreshfilm.com 
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PRODUCTION NOTES 
 
INSPIRATION 
 
Writer/director David Orr tells the story of the film’s genesis:  
 
“The tableau and mood of Refresh was inspired by a visit to a sleep study clinic—a 
place where you spend the night while being monitored by both video cameras and 
electronic sensors that are attached to your body. This particular facility was located 
in an office building that was deserted, because it was night and all the regular 
building and office workers were gone. There wasn’t a soul around until you got to 
the actual, dimly lit clinic office, where everyone looked sleep-deprived.” 
 
“In general I think there’s a universal feeling that being in a medical facility and 
dealing with medical staff—when you’re usually at your most vulnerable—can be 
stressful and depressing. For you, it’s a dramatic, unfamiliar experience; for them, it’s 
another day at work. Going to this deserted place in the dead of night really 
amplified those feelings. I remember lying there in my pajamas, getting hooked up 
to a machine by an unfamiliar person, thinking: ‘Wow: this is just like a horror film!’”  
 
“I began writing the following morning.” 
 
 
 
CORE TEAM 
 
(Director) David Orr, (cinematographer) Andrew Turman, and (editor) Christopher 
Willoughby have known each other for years; they all met while working on 
commercials, and became friends outside work as well (see PhotoClub).  
 
Willoughby and Turman also have a shared history through their fathers. When 
Andrew’s father (producer Lawrence Turman) was making The Graduate, 
Christopher’s father (noted Hollywood photographer Bob Willoughby) was the set 
photographer. “Andrew has family photos hanging in his house that were taken by 
Christopher’s dad!” says Orr. “They hadn’t actually met one another until we all 
worked together and they made that connection.” 
 
“Christopher and Andrew are my go-to guys; my first call whenever I have a project. I 
had sent them both the script—both to get their opinion on the material and gauge 
their interest. When they both said they were interested, I was overjoyed. First off, I 
knew that meant they thought the material was good; second, I was able to make my 
first film with the support of two very close friends: one who happens to be an 
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exceptionally talented DP; the other an amazing cutter,” says Orr. “I knew that even 
just the three of us would be able to complete a quality film.“ 
 
 “Once Steven Culp signed on, of course, there was a lot more interest, and we were 
able to fill out the cast and crew much more easily. Suddenly my calls to CAA and 
Endeavor were being returned! Steven’s enthusiasm for the Refresh script, and his 
love of Twilight Zone-type pieces, really helped get this made.” 
 
 
 
ONE OF THE FIRST FILMS SHOT ON AN HD DSLR 
 
Produced in May 2009, Refresh is one of the first narrative projects to be shot using 
a digital still camera with HD capabilities, the Canon 5D mk II. (Writer/director) 
David Orr’s background as a commercial director and fine art photographer enabled 
him, early on, to see the possibilities of using a still camera with HD capabilities. 
 
Since Refresh was filmed in a practical location, the camera’s small size and ability to 
shoot in low light was key in allowing the production to move quickly yet give the 
story the atmospheric and cinematic look it needed. Says David: “I wrote a script that 
had attracted strong talent in Steven (Culp) and Scott (Michael Campbell),” explains 
David “but I had a limited amount of time, and wanted to devote my time to 
performance nuances, not lighting setups. Of course, I still needed it to look great, 
so a DSLR was a great choice.” 
 
Based on the quality of the footage and performances, clips of Refresh were shown 
at Digital Day, an annual symposium on emerging digital technology held at the 
Director’s Guild of America. David was asked to be a panelist at the event, which 
serves to inform directors and producers about cutting-edge trends in digital 
technology, from low-budget indie films to blockbusters. “We were amazed by the 
quality David and his team were able to get from a Digital SLR. It wasn't just 
impressive in its own right, it was one of the best pieces of the day," says Randal 
Kleiser, DGA event chair, and chairman of the New Technologies Subcommittee. 
 
Since then, the filmmakers have been invited to sit on panels and exhibit at several 
conferences focusing on emerging technologies, including Collision and HD Expo. 
 
 
PHOTOCLUB 
 
David Orr (writer/director), Andrew Turman (cinematographer), and Christopher 
Willoughby (editor) are all members of PhotoClub, an informal group with 
international membership founded by Willoughby and Orr that shoots a shared 
assignment every two weeks, then reviews the results together online. “We like to 
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joke that ‘the first rule of PhotoClub is: don’t talk about PhotoClub,’” says David, “but 
it indirectly led to the inception of the project. Because we all use high-end digital 
still cameras on a regular basis, it wasn’t a leap for any of us to see the possibilities of 
a DSLR with HD capabilities. 1920x1080 is a good image size, and we knew such 
cameras are capable of fantastic image quality, with a very filmic shallow depth of 
field. We were concerned about both the low bit depth (8 bit) and h.264 codec, and 
how that would relate to color timing, etc., but the look we developed during testing 
was compelling enough for us to realize that if we could use what we got in-camera, 
we’d be fine.” 
 
“At the time of filming no one had shot a narrative project with a DSLR, so we were 
really starting from scratch. At the time, even Canon was taken by surprise that this 
camera was being taken seriously as a production tool, so they had very little 
dedicated production support. I think attempting a project with an unproven camera 
and little to no precedent would have been much more difficult if the core group 
wasn’t already intimately familiar with the technology.” 
 
 
 
SHOOT 
 
The majority of Refresh was filmed in two days over the Memorial Day holiday 
weekend, with a day of inserts that followed a week later. There was a 15-member 
crew for the main days; Turman and Orr returned alone for the insert day with Scott 
Michael Campbell, who had offered to lend a hand. “Scott was an incredibly 
supportive presence throughout the project,” says David, “When he learned that we 
were planning to return to grab some pickups, he offered to help. Of course, we said 
‘yes!’ immediately.”  
 
“As is usually the case with small projects with limited resources, everyone had to do 
double duty,” says David Orr (writer/director). “Christopher Willoughby, our editor, was 
also our on-set DIT guy, and has a cameo as an orderly in the opening scene. The ear 
you see in the earplug close-up actually belongs to (cinematographer) Andrew 
Turman. Besides directing, I did production design & art direction and that’s my hand 
straining against the restraints in the close-ups. Paul Papanek, our producer, wound up 
shooting fantastic second unit footage on my Apple isight camera—much of which 
wound up in the cut.” 
 
“There were incredible pieces of luck,” says David. “(Costume Designer) Lindsay 
Grosswendt’s father, Pat, happens to be a partner in LitePanels, the company that 
makes cutting-edge LED production lights. He offered to loan us some for the shoot, 
and since Andrew and I are both fans of their gear (and already owned some), it was 
a no-brainer.” 
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LOCATION 
 
“Finding a location was one of the hardest things,” says Orr. “Los Angeles is 
incredibly film-savvy, and our saying we had no money didn’t change that at all. 
People would hear that this was a low-budget, independently financed project, and 
still ask for $20,000.00 as a location fee. That was 8 times our initial budget!” 
 
Luckily, producer Sharon Lineker had worked with the Alzheimer’s Association, and 
had significant ties to the local medical community and non-profits, so she began 
asking around.  
 
“Eventually, we found The St. Barnabas Senior Center, a facility that was both very 
comfortable with film crews and happened to be run by serious film buffs, to boot. 
While I was scouting they had a flyer up for a screening of I’ve Loved You So Long, 
which certainly boded well! They gave us incredible access and support for modest 
compensation, because they recognized this as a passion project and love 
independent film. Obviously, we can never thank them enough.” 
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CAST 
 
STEVEN CULP | Roger Dean 
 
Steven Culp's theatre credits include Angels in America (Drama-Logue Award for 
Outstanding Performance), Blackbird, and The Quality of Life at American 
Conservatory Theater; Raised in Captivity (Drama-Logue Award for Outstanding 
Ensemble) and Art at South Coast Rep; Slavs! and Trip’s Cinch at Actors Theatre of 
Louisville’s Human Festival; If Memory Serves at Pasadena Playhouse; Light Up the 
Sky at Center Theatre Group’s Ahmanson Theatre; Highest Standard of Living at 
Playwrights Horizons; Sweet Sue at Williamstown Theatre Festival; Coastal 
Disturbances at Circle in the Square; and Richard III at New York Shakespeare 
Festival.  Film and television credits include Bobby Kennedy in Thirteen Days; The 
Emperor's Club, Spartan, Firehouse Dog, From Within, Leaving Barstow, The 
Sisters, Nurse Betty, James and the Giant Peach; series regular roles on Desperate 
Housewives, (two SAG awards for Outstanding Ensemble in a Comedy Series), and 
Traveler; recurring roles on Saving Grace, The West Wing, JAG, ER, Star Trek: 
Enterprise, Privileged and Eli Stone; and many guest stars, including The Mentalist, 
Medium, NCIS, Boston Legal, The Closer. His most recent appearance was as one of 
the stars of the ABC miniseries Impact. 
 
 
SCOTT MICHAEL CAMPBELL | The Attendant 
 
Scott Michael Campbell can most recently be seen in the feature film, Push, starring 
Dakota Fanning. Other notable films Scott has appeared in are Ang Lee’s Oscar-
winning Brokeback Mountain, opposite Heath Ledger, A Guide to Recog-nizing Your 
Saints with Robert Downey Jr., Hart’s War with Bruce Willis, and Flight of the 
Phoenix with Dennis Quaid. He will next be seen alongside Billy Bob Thornton in the 
upcoming film Manure. Scott’s extensive television credits include many top-rated 
and critically acclaimed shows such as; 24, Shark, House, Grey’s Anatomy, CSI, Navy 
NCIS, Cold Case, ER, The West Wing, Chicago Hope, The Shield, Criminal Minds, 
Boston Legal, and Private Practice. 
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FILMMAKERS 
 
DAVID ORR | Writer/Director, Executive Producer 
 
David Orr is a director and visual artist. He has been directing commercials for more 
than seventeen years, and has helmed a variety of independent projects shown on 
Channel 4 Britain, PBS and USA networks. 
 
David’s work has won ADDY, BDA, CTAM, PROMAX, New York Festival and TELLY 
awards, and has been shown in Ad Age, Adweek, Communication Arts, Graphis, 
Millimeter, SHOOT, the Art Director’s Club, and the New Museum of Contemporary 
Art. David has juried the AICP and Monitor awards, speaks regularly on the subjects 
of advertising and production at UCLA, and has recently been a panelist on 
emerging technologies at the Directors Guild of America. 
 
David is also a fine art photographer; his work has been shown extensively 
throughout the United States in exhibitions juried by representatives from the 
International Center for Photography, the Lucie Awards, the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, and the Whitney Museum of American Art. His work is in collections with 
such artists as Ansel Adams, John Baldessari, Jim Dine, David Hockney and Edward 
Weston.  
 
Born in Manhattan and raised on the East Coast, David currently lives and works in 
Los Angeles.  
 
He is currently developing a series for television, and a feature based on Refresh. 
 
 
ANDREW TURMAN | Cinematographer 
 
Andrew Turman graduated magna cum laude from Brown University, and continued 
his studies at Harvard University's Graduate School of Design, and the USC Graduate 
School of Cinema, where he wrote and directed a series of award- winning shorts.    
 
Andrew has shot hundreds of projects, including commercials, music videos, 
documentaries, and features. He is an expert in technical and special effect 
sequences, and was the director of photography for several effects shots in Steven 
Spielberg’s film Minority Report. 
 
His short work includes the Emmy award-winning title sequence for ER, as well as 
national spots for Sony, Budweiser, Target and many more.  
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On the documentary front, Andrew shot a team of hacker artists known as Grafitti 
Research Lab as they used technology to bring graphic expression back to a 
quadriplegic artist, as well as a film on the IPO of Goldman-Sachs, directed by two-
time Academy Award® winner Barbara Kopple. 
 
Andrew is represented by the Skouras Agency in Los Angeles. 
 
 
 
CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY | Editor 
 
Christopher Willoughby has worked with a long list of top directors in both music 
videos and commercials, including Michael Bay, Mark Romanek, Antoine Fuqua, 
Simon West, Peter Care, David Hogan, Nigel Dick, John Dahl, Vadim Perelman, and 
Dominic Sena. Early in his career, Willoughby worked on hundreds of music videos 
for artists including Michael Jackson, Madonna, Paul McCartney, The Police, Van 
Halen and David Lee Roth. He has won Aurora, BDA, Clio, ID Magazine, Monitor, 
MTV and TELLY awards, working for such clients as Nike, Apple, Kodak, Adidas, 
Miller & Coca-Cola.  
 
While working with Propaganda and director Dominic Sena, Willoughby edited the 
groundbreaking 90-second Super Bowl spot, Heritage for Nike. The commercial 
garnered multiple awards including the Monitor Award for Best Editing that year, 
and is now in the permanent collection of The Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
 
Willoughby’s work also includes award-winning broadcast graphics for shows like 
Friends, Martin, ESPN and The Front Page, and editing Art Works, a prestigious 30-
minute film for the opening of the Getty Center in Los Angeles. 
 
Christopher is currently a partner in Shelter Post, a commercial post-production 
company in Venice, CA. 
 
 
 
PAUL PAPANEK | Producer 
 
Having begun as a theater major at The University of Texas at Austin, Paul switched 
to film and television in his second year. As an undergrad, he was chosen to join the 
writing staff of a bilingual children’s program for the PBS, making him not only the 
youngest writer on the staff, but one of the most valuable, given his theater 
background and sensitivity to actors. After a stint in Nashville, working for the PBS 
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station there, Paul headed to Los Angeles, where he found his way into TV 
commercial production. He began producing in 1985 and became a 1st AD the 
following year. In 1986, he joined forces with Barry Young, an up-and-coming 
director, to form Papanek & Young, a commercial production company, where Paul 
served as Executive Producer. After amicably going their separate ways, Paul 
continues to produce and AD all over the world for some of the best directors 
around including Barry Sonnenfeld, Caleb Deschanel, Carrol Ballard, Jeff Gorman, 
Jesse Dylan, Barry Kinsman, Kevin Godley, Catherine Lefebvre, Paul Weiland, 
Frederic Planshon, Eric Saarinen, and many more. 
 
 
SHARON LINEKER | Producer 
 
Sharon graduated with a B.A. in English from Virginia Commonwealth University in 
Richmond. She then worked for major book publishers in New York, including DK 
Publishing, Golden Books, Simon & Schuster and Workman Publishing. She 
eventually joined Spier Advertising, developing campaigns with various publishing 
houses such as Hyperion, Penguin and Viking. 
 
Since then she has shifted her talents to the non-profit world, with a special focus on 
promoting awareness of Alzheimer’s disease.  
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SCORE + MUSIC 

 
JOHN HILL | Composer, Original Score 
 
John Hill is an award-winning composer, producer, and songwriter whose songs 
have been featured in Beverly Hills 90210, Felicity, and That 70s Show. A former 
staff producer for Columbia Records, Mr. Hill also has produced records for Epic, 
A&M, and Arista. Artists he has produced for commercials include Dr. John, Chuck 
Berry, Fats Domino, Ron Carter, and Randy and Michael Brecker. Mr. Hill's scores for 
commercials have won seven Clio Awards and the Palme d'Or from the Cannes Film 
Festival. He also has composed the scores for 11 feature films and several TV shows 
for companies, including Cinemax, PBS, BBC, CBS, BMG Films, Intermedia, and 
Studio Canal+. Hill is the producer of the recently re-released cult classics Take a 
Picture by Margo Guryan and Paint a Lady by Susan Christie. His own CD, Six Moons 
of Jupiter, was released in 2008. He has also taught film music at the UCLA 
Extension, and has an MFA from Bennington College. 
 
 
8mm | end theme: ‘Begin’ 
 
An LA Times Buzz Band, 8MM is like the glamorous, neo-noir love-child of David 
Lynch, Portishead and Aimee Mann.  
 
Founded by super-producer Sean Beavan (NIN, Marilyn Manson, Guns 'N' Roses, 
Meese, Slayer, No Doubt, etc.) and his wife, Juliette (who has been described as a 
cross between Jessica Rabbit and Billie Holiday), 8MM are known for their steamy, 
captivating, and exciting performances.  
 
They have toured internationally to critical acclaim; Alternative Press Magazine calls 
8MM, "Sexy, sultry and positively hypnotic.…one of the 100 Bands You Need to 
Know." 
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CREDITS 

 
written and directed by 

DAVID ORR 
 

produced by 
PAUL PAPANEK  

SHARON LINEKER 
 

executive producer 
DAVID ORR 

 
cinematographer 

ANDREW TURMAN 
 

film editor 
CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY 

 
original music 

JOHN HILL 
 

casting 
ANTHONY J. KRAUS, CSA 

 
production designer 

KITT E. FOX 
 

costume designer 
LINDSAY GROSSWENDT 

 
 

cast 
________________________________ 

 
 roger dean STEVEN CULP 
 
 the attendant SCOTT MICHAEL CAMPBELL 
 
 the assistant BYRON KEITH NEIL, SR. 
 
 orderly 1 MATT MOORE 
 
 orderly 2 CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY 
  
 little girl POPPY FRISKE 
 
 2.0 CALVIN MOORE 
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production 

________________________________ 
 
 assistant director EDDIE NICHOLAS 
 
 assistant camera DENNIS LYNCH 
 
 second assistant camera DIMITRI NEWMAN 
 
 key grip BILL HOBSON 
 
 gaffer DEREK TOUVELL 
 
 sound MONTY BUCKLES 
 
 prop master CHRIS CAFFERTY 
 
 wardrobe assistant KARLI GREENSTEIN 
 
 hair, makeup + special effects makeup KERI CRAWFORD   
 
 180° camera rig MARK WEINGARTNER 
 
 isight camera PAUL PAPANEK 
 
 mask + fire effects WEST EFX:  
  ERICK BRENNAN,  
  JOSEPH JENKINS  
  MICHAEL FORTUNE 
 
 production assistants BEN HOLLICK, MATT MOORE 
 
 dolly JL FISHER 

 
 
 
 

post production 
________________________________ 

 
 sound effects editor CHRISTOPHER WILLOUGHBY 
 
 sound mixer JEFF LEVY 
 
 hd conform JIM BOHN / LIQUID 
 
 digital workflow + processing SHANE McALLEN / DIGITAL SANDBOX 
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 visual effects JIM BOHN 
  ROB CHURCHILL 
  CORY DAVIS 
  NANCY HYLAND 
  MATT LYDECKER,  
  JIM THOMPSON  
 
 

‘BEGIN’ 
written and performed by 8mm 

Produced, mixed + recorded by Sean Beavan 
for SOS Management, Inc. 

available on iTunes 
 

 
special thanks to 

________________________________ 
 

THE ST. BARNABAS SENIOR CENTER & 
S. MARK TAPER FOUNDATION ADULT DAY CARE CENTER  

D. CASH BENTON | GORDON GIBB 
 
 

SCOTT E. ANDERSON | MARK ANDROW | DR. ALI ANSARI | SEAN + JULIETTE BEAVAN 
TAMMY BILLIK | KIM BRADSHAW | CHRIS BRAUN | CAMTECH | DENNY CLAIRMONT 

CLAIRMONT CAMERA | JODI COHN | TOM DUFF | KAVON ELHAM | NICOLE FEINGOLD 
FILMWORKERS CLUB | DR. H. KENNETH FISHER | FOTOKEM | ALI ELK + SCOTT FRISKE 

TODD FREESE | KEITH GAYHEART | SIMON + LINDA GORNICK | CLIFF GRANT  
PAT GROSSWENDT | PEGGY HUGHES-WEILL | HOLLYWOOD DI | ROMI LAINE  

SID + NANCY LINEKER | LITEPANELS | SEAN McALLEN | MONICA MOORE | GLENN NOREN 
OPTIMUS | JOSE PARRA | CAROL ROSENTHAL | LINDA ROSNER | SHELTER POST 

STUART SHOOK | JOHN SLEPIAN | NEIL SMITH | STORY | ROMEO TIRONE | TOMZILLA 
JOAN TUCKER | MARK WHEELER | CLAIRE, NICOLA + MEGAN WILLOUGHBY 

 
 

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD  
+ 

DIRECTORS GUILD OF AMERICA 
 

© 2009 DAVID ORR 



Roger Dean (Steven Culp) Waiting and wondering in Refresh.

Roger Dean (Steven Culp) attempts to make contact in Refresh.



Roger Dean (Steven Culp) begins to wonder if he’s made the right decision in Refresh.

Steven Culp as Roger Dean, Byron Keith Neal, Sr. as the Assistant, and Scott Michael Campbell as the Attendant 
in Refresh.



Steven Culp and director David Orr.

David Orr directs Scott Michael Campbell as Steven Culp and Matt Moore look on.


